This note is issued to rectify a typing error published within the London Borough of Bexley’s Open Space Strategy (2008).

Page 22, Table 5.1 – Local Standards for Open Space in Bexley: the local quantity standard is given at 0.58 ha per 1,000 of the population. This is incorrect and should read 0.88 ha per 1,000 of the population.

All other references to Bexley’s local quantity standard for Local Parks are correctly stated, at 0.88 ha per 1,000 of the population. This includes references within the Open Space Strategy Technical Paper Section 4, Parks & Gardens (page 60); Appendix E (page E4); and Appendix F (Setting quantity standards spreadsheet).

The correct 0.88ha standard is used in Appendix F to calculate provision of Local Parks in the various population scenarios. No other part of the Open Space Strategy is therefore altered as a result.